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EXPERD1ENTAL STUDY OF WARM WATER FLOW INTO IMPOUNDMENTS 
PART I: FLOW AND HEAT EXCHANGE NEAR A SURFACE OUTLET 

IN TWO ... DIMENSIONAL FLOW 

1. pcope of Investigation 

The largest single industrial use of water in the United States is for 

cooling purposes. Large quantities of the resulting warm water are dis ... 

charged into natural bodies of water. The flow pattern of the warmer water 

in the colder recipient can be controlled to a certain extent Py the outlet 

design. The following study was undertaken to show some aspects of the flow 

of warm water into a colder body of water. There is a substantial difference 

between the flow of cooling water into a flowing stream and into a stagnant 

impoundment. Only the latter case was considered. The outlet was an open 

channel discharging the warm water at the water surface of the impoundment. 

This report presents the results of studies with two-dimensional flow only; 

the three-dimensional work is described in another report, as noted in the 

preface .. 

The flow of warm water from an open channel into a reservoir containing 

colder and essentially stagnant water was studied in a laboratory flume. The 

results give some insight into the mass-, momentum-, and heat-exchange pro ... 

cesses at surface cooling water outlets into impoundments. The flume experi

ment is not a true model of any cooling water outlet into an impoundment. 

It does, however, permit demonstration and close observation of a number of 

phenomena which are likely to be found under both natural and more complicated 

conditions. 

2. ~erimental Facili t;y: 

A glass-walled channel 6 in, wide, 15 in. deep, and 40 it long, mounted 

horizontally, was used,. Warm water was discharged horizontally from a channel 

about 4 ft long, This length was sufficient to produce a fully or nearly 

fully developed velocity profile at the point of discharge. Warm water dis

charge and depth at the outlets were variable and oould be controlled. The 

experimental set-up is shown schematioally in Fig. 1. 

The flow of warm water on top of the cold water could be observed over 

a distance of 25 ft. Vertical temperature profiles were recorded with a 



Thennistor temperature probe and velooi ties with the aid of a tethered buoy,~ 

ant sphere. The instrumentation has been desoribed in principle in Refer

ence [13* and in more detail in [2J~ The velocity~temperature probe was 
mounted on a carriage such that measurements could be taken at any distanoe 

from the outlet~ Measurements were generally taken in the centerline of the 

flume, and thus maxima of temperature and velooity were recorded~ Velocities 
must drop to zero at channel walls. In a few cases temperatures were also 

measured across the channel width and were found to be essentially unifonn~ 

Only in the immediate vioinity of the wall was a temperature gradient ob .. 
served. Deflections of the tetl;let'ed sphere were measured through the glass 
walls of the flume with the aid of a oathetometer. This method differs 

slightly from the one desoribed in Reference [lJ. 

3. Number and Range of Parameters Investigated 
\ 

A survey of all physical parameters which influenoe the str.atified flo1>J 

of warm water over cold water in two-dimensional flow can be made by writing 

the equations of motion for steady flow: 

(1) 

QW 1)W 1 ~ . J2.. 2 o = ... u ;;X .. w ~ ... p az + g p + "V \l W 
o 0 

(2) 

the equation of heat flow: 

and the continuity equation for two~dimensional steady flow: 

p = p [1 - a.(T ... T ) J o 0 
(4 'I 

* Numbers in brackets refer to references listed on page 31. 
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The terms are defined in the list of symbols and units. It is implied thnt 

Boussinesqtsapproximation can be used. Densities are treated as constanta 

except in terms anvolving gravity, and temperature rises caused by internal 
friction are neglected. The density~temperature relationship in (x) is valid 

only over small temperature ranges_ 

Figure 2a displays the region to which the equations and the boundary 

conditions apply. The equation of convective heat transfer between the water 

surface and the air not shown in Fig. 2a is 

h = k [T(x,O) ~ EJ s s 
(.5) 

This is an important additional boundary condition. E is the equilibrium 
temperature defined as the temperature of the water at whioh the net rate of 

heat exchange h will be zero. s 

The equations may be written in dimensionless form by using parameters 
at the warm water outlet as references: 

T , 
o 

average velocity at cooling water outlet for velocities 

depth of cooling water outlet for lengths 

density of warm water at outlet for density; this density used 
also as average density 

temperature of warm water at outlet for temperatures 

If the dimensionless quantities are designated by u = u/U, W = w/U., _ . 0 . 0 

T = T/To' . and P = P/(pogdo)' the equations may be written as 

- ow - ow o= .... -u- ... w--dx az 
gd (j- gpd 1)V 2 _ 

(--9.) £B + ( 0) + (-U d ) 'iJ w 
U 2 Oz p U. 2 0 0 
000 

(7) 

- aT - aT Dv 02T 
o = - u - - W' - + (-u d ) -=-2 Ox dZ 0 0 az 

(8) 
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p = 1 - a.(T - 1) (10) 

In addition to the equations governing momentum, mass, and heat flow, 

the boundary oonditions must also be reduced to dimensionless form as shown 

in Fig. 2b. 

The surface heat transfer equation can be reduced by relating the heat 

flow to the mass flow using hs ~ hs/(UoTopocp) and T = T/To' 

(A.)] 
T o 

(11) 

If the set of equations could be solved for the given set of boundary 

conditions, the dimensionless results would obviously depend on the numerical 

value of the dimensionless groups in both the equations and the boundary con

ditions. Theoretioally, mass-transfer, momentum-transfer, and heat-transfer 

similitude between models of different sizes or between model and prototype 
is achieved only if the dimensionless groups are numerically equal in models 

and prototype. 

The flume experiments discussed in this report have no direct equivalent 

in nature, and the results obtained cannot be immediately applied to any real 

cooling water outlet. Nevertheless, it is felt that such experiments have a 

very important function because they provide an excellent means for under

standing the complicated flow and exchange phenomena. Quantitative results 

can be used for validating prediction methods before their application to 
truly three-dimensional flow situations. 

Results of flume experiments depend on the numerical values of the di

mensionless groups. ~here are three categories of dimensionless groups de~ 

scribing the geometrical boundaries of the flume, the dynamics and kinematics 

of the flow, and the heat transfer processes, respeotively. 

One finds in the first category 

d 
~ 
d ' o 
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in the second category 

U,t gdo vH gpdo Vy 

U' -, Ud' 2' -U 2 U d 
0 o 0 PoUo o 0 

0 

and in the third category 

T,t E Dv ks 
T' T' 

0 0 Ud' o 0 
U p c o 0 p 

It appears that not all these groups are independent of eaoh other. 

The eddy viscosities vH and Vy depend on the turbulence characteristios 

of the flow. If the length scale, the velocity soale, and the viscosity of 

the fluid are considered sufficient to oharacterize the turbulence of the 

flow, the terms involving vH and Vv can be replaced by a single dimension

less number, u/U d, because the velocity and length scales have already 
o 0 

been expressed in other dimensionless parameters. A similar argument may be 

applied to the vertical eddy diffusivity' DV. 

The fourth term in the second category and the last term in the third 
category can be written as 

and 

respectively. The first term on the right-hand side of each expression has 
appeared previously. 

The local values of the kinematic viscosity v and of the density dif

ference 6p = P • Po depend on the local fluid temperature. In dimensionless 
forms temperatures are taken with reference to the outlet temperature, and 

local v and 6p values may also be taken with reference to the outlet. 

Therefore, u may be replaced qy v = ~ /p and 6p by Ap = p~ ~ p • 
o 0 0 0 /IJ 0 

A reduced gravitational aooeleration g' = g 6.pol Po can also be defined. 
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The total ~et of dimensionless parameters may then be stated as 

d,t ,to ,tt d ,t,t ,...g 
d' d' d ' d ' ~ 0 0 0 0 

U,t gdo v gOd 
0 0 

U' 2' U'd"' -U 2 0 Uo o 0 
0 

T,t E k k d so 
T' T' - l{ 

J..L c ' 0 0 o p 

Five of these expressions are equal to or products of the following numbers: 

-1/2 Froude number Fr = U (gd ) 
000 

Reynolds number Re = U d v -1 
o 000 

Densimetric or reduced Froude number 

J..L c 
Prandtl number Pro = ~ 

, k d 
Biot number Bi -~ o - k 

Fr ' = U (g'd )~1/2 
o o· 0 

The final form of the set of dimensionless parameters is 

Fr, Re, o 0 
Fr $ 

o 

Bi 
o 

For several reasons it was not necessary to investigate the effect of 
every dimensionless group separately. 
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Flow into ~ssentially stagnant impoundments was to be investigated. 
Therefore the ratio Ut/Uo was kept very small in all tests. It had to be 
different from zero, however, because cold water is entrained or heated by 
the disoharged warm water. These effects have to be compensated for if a 
steady flow condition of warm water over a cold pool is to be obtained. 

The real length of the outlet channel was without significance because 
a fully developed or nearly fully developed velocity profile Was obtained in 
the outlet cross section in all tests. The channel bottom and flume walls 
were hydraulically smooth, 

The height of the gate at the end of the flume was used to adjust the 
water depth in the outlet channel. The gate was a sharp~orested vertical 
weir, 5 in. wide, allowing the formation of a ventilated nappe.. Total wate'l.~ 
depth in the flume, weir height, and total volumetric flow rate through the 
flume are related by the weir equation. Total flow rate and warm water flow 
rate are approXimately proportional to the outlet Reynolds number because of 
the relationship Q ~ U d = Re v. where the kinematic viscosity Vo o 0 000 
does not vary over a wide range. Therefore the tailgate depth may be calcu-
lated from other dimensionless numbers with good approximation. 

Sometimes a skimmer wall in the flume was used to control the interface 
independently from the total depth. 

The squares of the Fraude number Fr and the reduced Froude number o 
Fr' are both ratios of inertial to gravitational forces. The derivation of o 
the dimensionless numbers shows that the Froude number Fr has no bearing o 
on the result if the gradient of the static pressure in the x~direction is 
zero and if the static pressure distribution in the z-direotion is hydro~ 
static. Under these conditions the term 

drops out of the equation of motion for the x-direction, and the pressure and 
gravity terms for the equation of motion in the z~direction become essentially 

gd - gpd 
_ (-2) £E + (--2..) 

U ,,- 2 
o oz p U o 0 

= -
g'do (._--) 
U 2 

o 
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The Froude number Fr thus disappears from both equations, and only 
o 

the reduced Froude number is left. 

It is believed that the above conditions are very nearly satisfied in 

the flume experiments and that the real Froude numbers Fr need not be 
* 0 recorded. 

The Prandtl number is the ratio of the kinematic viscosity of the fluid 

to its thermal diffusivity~ Kinematic viscosity is often referred to as the 

molecular diffusivity of momentum. Thermal diffusivity is a measure of the 

ratio between the heat tral:'lsmission and energy storage capacities of molecules, 

The molecular diffusivity of momentum changes with temperature. It is felt 

that in the flume experiments the temperature range is narrow enough 

(60oF < T < 90oF) to justify the omission of the Prandtl number in the o . . 
analysis. 

In conclusion it appears that the dimensionless groups to be retained as 

variables in the flume experiments are 

* 

,R,t 

d ' o 
Re , 

o 
Fr t 

o ' 

T,R, 

T ' o 

E 
T' o 

Bi o 

In a system of two hori~ontal l~ers of different densities the above condi. 

tions imply that the slope of the free water surface and the slope of the 

interface are related by an expression of the form 

s 
....§.-~ s. - P 

J. 0 

It is not necessary to make the assumption that the water surface is horizon-' 

tal. 



Process~s involving surface heat transfer~~that iS t heat exchange 

through an interface~ ... are usually described us:i.ng the dimensionless Fourier 

modnlus. Fo/:' the purpose of the flume experiments involving heat loss 

through the water surface the Fourier modulus for the outlet may be written as 

Fa 
o 

k t 
:= -2_ -9_ 

po d 2 
P 0 

(12) 

The ej~ression t := d /U can be used as reference time. The Fourie~ 
000 

modulus is equivalent to the ratio of a Biot number to a Reynolds number and 

does not require a separate listing. 

Fa o 
ks 1J 0 Bio 

=~----::::-
pc v U d Re 

p 0 a a 0 

A similar argument explains why the Nusselt number usually found in 

descriptions· of oonveotive heat transfer p/:'ocesses does not appear in the 

list of dimensionless groups. For the flume experiments the Nusselt number 
can be defined in. various ways.. It does not represent a "new" number, 

however. 
Nu := f(Re , Pr ) 

o a 0 

It can be shown that the Nusselt number is a function of the Reynolds 

number, Re , 
o and the Prandtl number, Pr .. 

o 

In all experiments performed the width of the flume was b;;:: 0.5 ft 

and the depth of the cold water layer d~:= 0.75 ft. The length of the flume 

used was ~t:= 25 ft in most experiments. In a few cases this length was 

reduced down to a minimum of ~t:= 6 ft. The main variable parameters were 

the outlet depth do (0.03 to 0.375 ft), the W$,rm water flow rate Qo 
(0.001 to 0.007 efs), and the warm water temperature (600 to 900F). The 

equilibrium temperature E could not be controlled.. The flume was mOCl.nt(-ld il., 

a portion of the building where only artificial light was used e,nd tempera ... 

ture was controlled by a thermostat.. Water left in the flume over a longer 

period of time (at least 24 hours) assumed equilibrium temperature E by 

definition. A su!'voy of these temperatures sholved that E was gcnel'elly 

I.j.oF below the air temperature for average moisture condi ticms in the rooYll. 

Room te:r.peratures were recorded. 
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The cold water temperature could be controlled and varied roughly from 

400F to 65°F. As a result of these variations the dimensionless groups 

covered roughly the following range of main values: 

d,t 
25 to 2.0 -do 

,tt 
833 to 66 .. 7 

~ 
Re 100 to 1800 

0 

Fr ., 0.2 to 6.0 
0 

T,t 
0 .. 6 to 0.95 T 

0 

E 0.8 to 1.0 -T 
0 

Bi 0.18 to 4.0 
0 

It is worth mentioning that the numerical values of these same param

eters calculated for the Allen S. King Generating Plant on Lake St. Croix 

[4J as a prototype example fall into the same range of numbers, with two 

exceptions: the Reynolds number in the prototype is larger by a coefficient 

of 103 than in the flume eXperiments and the Biot number larger by a coef~' 
ficient of about 102• 

To show the effects of these differences the basic dimensionless 

equations (6), (7), (8)~ and (11) may be rewritten using the definitions of 

Reynolds, Biot, Prandtl, and Froude numbers as well as the assumption of 

hydrostatic pressure distribution. 

- 'O\i - "Ou "H f1 2-
O::: .. u--w-+--V U 

~- a- v Re Ox zoo 
(6a) 

- (); - oW f2 Vv \ 2-
O=-u- ... w-.j. +-- w 

dX dZ (Fr ,)2 Vo Reo V 
o 

where fl and £2 are ooefficients whose numerical values depend on local 

temperature T as well as on To and T,t. 
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(8a) 

- Bio 1 - - E 
hs = Re p;- [T(x,O) ~ (r-)] (lla) 

000 

An examination of the first three of these dimensionless equations shows 

that any change in Reynolds number will affect the value of the last term in 

each of the equations. While this may not be of great significance for 

Eq_ (6a), or for Eq. (7a), where the terms refer to fluid flow resistance, 

it will be of importance in Eq. (8a), dealing with temperature transport. 

This is because the relationship between the eddy viscosities vH and vv' 
the eddy conductivityDv' and the Reynolds number Reo is rather complex. 

Only if all these values were proportional to each other could scale effects 

be neglected. In conclusion, it may be stated that the failure to duplicate 

Reynolds and Biot numbers in a hydraulic model has two immediate consequences: 

1) Phenomena associated with turbulence, such as convective mass and 

heat transfer processes, are not adequately represented in a three

dimensional hydraulic model; neither is momentum exchange. This 

bears on the frictional resistance which the warm water outflow 

experiences, on the formation of waves and vortices, and on the 

vertical temperature distribution. 

2) The rate of heat loss at the water surface is much too high in a 

hydraulic model. 

It is sometimes stated in the literature, though not entirely acourately~ 

that the turbulent momentum and mass exchange do not seem to be substantially 

affected by the order of magnitude of the Reynolds numbers as long as the flow 

is in the turbulent range. There is also a question as to whether the Reyn

olds number alone is sufficient to adequately chal.'actel:'ize turbulent flow. 

The difference in the rapidity of the cooling process, however, is 

substantiaL As a result the temperature decrease with distance from the 

outlet is not representative in a hydraulic model if precautions are not 

taken. Temperatures at large distances from the outlet are related to outflow 

conditions, but in substantially different ways in the experimental and 

natural environments. 
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4. ~alY2is of Results 

4.1 Two-Layered, Inviscid Stratified Flow near a Surface Outlet 

4.11 Shape of the Interface and Location of Controls -- A sim-

plified model assuming two-layered, inviscid stratified flow is useful in 

defining the extent to which the flow conditions at the outlet itself control 

the cooling water flow pattern. The only heat eXchange processes considered 

are those tied to mass transfer; viscous shear forces are neglected. It is 

assumed that the density gradient between the warm and cold layers is strong 

and that no convective exchange between the two layers takes place. The 

layers are homogeneous in themselves. The results of the analysis must be 

expected to reflect only qualitative aspects of the outlet flow. 

According to the above assumptions (Which may be quantitatively ex-· 

pressed by ks = OJ k = 0, and 
nificance for the problem are the 

the reduced Froude number Fr '. o 

v = 0) the dimensionless groups with sig

geometrical ratios dt/do and tt/do and 

It can thus be seen that the problem is 

analogous to that of classical open-channel flow. The interface between warm 
water and cold water is equivalent to the air-water interface. The gravita .... 

tional acceleration g is replaced by an upward-directed, reduced accelera
tion gO, 

The position of the interface between the non-viscous warm and cold 

water layers will be controlled by conditions found either at the warm water 

outlet into the flume or at the end of the flume~ The behavior of elementary 

waves of very small amplitude on the interface may be used to indicate which 

end of the flume exerts control. If a disturbance consisting of an elementar~ 

interfacial wave is able to travel against the flow direction of the warm 

water layer, the flow is controlled by the tailgate and may be called "inter ... 

nally subcritical. W! If the elementary wave is carried downstream qy the warm 

water flow the flow is controlled by the outlet, or is diinternally super-

cri tical. d~ The velocity of an elementary interfacial wave with respeot to 
the stagnant stratum is 

(14) 



where Ul is the velocity of the upper layer,~considel'ed in uniform motion 

and c is the waVe velocity which would be observed if both layers, of 

thicknesses ~ and dZ' having a density difference 6p, were at rest. 

C :::: 

These equations are quoted from Ref. [6J. In considering an elementary 

WaVe which travels against the flow of the upper layer the minus sign xnust 

be used. Flow will be outlet~controlled if vw> 0 and tailgate~controlled 
if Vw < O. The limiting or "critical" condition is found when vw := 0 or 

2 
(.£..) 1 
U1 . := '2 

The velocities and depths of the warm water layer, designated as Ul 
al1d dl , and the corresponding quantities for the outlet, designated as 
U and d, are related b,1 o 0 

The condition therefore becomes 

Since in a very deep reservoir dZ » dl , the above condition ~s close to 

~ 3 (Fro')z 
(d) ::: -. ~2'-

o 

This is the equation for a critioal depth ~Cr::: C\. If the depth of the 

warm water layer dl is less than the outlet depth, stratification may 

reach into the outlet chanl1el and cold water pel1etrate il1to it, forming a 
cold water wedge. This situatiol1 is shoWl1 il1 Fig. 3. 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

The critical oondition for il1terfaoial wave propagation into the outlet 

channel is obtained if the SUbstitution dZ ::: do ... ~ is madG in the previous 
equation. Thus the relationship 
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(20) 

is obta.ined. The two critical relationships., one for the deep reservoir and 

one for the outlet channel, have been plotted in Fig, ~. 

Also shown i~ Fig_ 4 are lines which result from application of the 

'Principles of conservation of energy and impulse momentum. For a warm water 

discharge at a given reduced Froude number Fro' the warm water layer dl 
haVing the same total energy can be found from the relationship 

where Sw is the slope of the water surface. If the second term on the 

right-hand side of the equation is much smaller than the first term (as is 

the case when shear is neglected), the equation may be reduced to 

The continuity equation was also used to obtain this result. 

(21) 

Application of the impulse-momentum theorem produces a relationship for 

the conjugate depths in an internal hydraulic jump as shown in Ref. [7J. The 

flow from the warm water outlet may produce an internal hydraulic jump, but 

the outlet depth d is rarely one of the conjugate depths, because the free o . 
interface is missing. Nevertheless, the relationship has been plotted for 

the purpose of comparison, 

4.12 Interfacial W~ -- At the interface between two layers of fluids 

of different densities, periodic gravity waves may form. Stable as well as 

unstable waves may be found. The velocities of periodic interfacial waves 

have been given in Eqs. (26_2~) and (26,25) in Ref. [8J. Applying these 

equations to a two-layered system in which the upper layer is flowing at 

uniform velooity Ul and the lower layer is at rest, it oan be shown that a 
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real wave velocity will be .obtained only if 

1 + coth (2ndl /L) U12 

c.oth (2n~7L» 2n gtL (22) 

Experimental data gathered during this study suggest that the waves 

break when the ratio ~/L ..... that is, the ratio .of the depth of the surfaoe 

layer tD the wave length~-takes a numerical value between nand 2n. This 

may be cDmpared with the value .of d2/L ~ TI fDund by several authDrs fDr 

bDttDm density ourrents [6J, [8J. The shape .of waves fDrming in a channel 

depends apparently .on the reduced Fr.oude number at the .outlet. Wave lengths 

decrease as the waves change frDm nDn-breaking waves tD breaking waves. 

This phenemenDn was alsD .observed in a series .of unpublished experiments 

dealing with bettom currents rather than surface currents. 

If the ratiD dllL fDr breaking waves were equal te TI, with dl the 

thickness .of the upper layer, the cDnditien fer wave breaking weuld bec.ome 

Fr19 ~ 1.33. If the ratiD dllL were equalte 2rr, then Frl o weuld equal 
1.40. Since these are nDt very different values, the lack .of precise infer

mation .on the critical (dl/L) value is net a seriDus prDblem. The critical 

FrDude number Frl o may be cDnsidered tD be clDse t.o 1.3.5, indicating that 

waves sheuld be breaking fDr any value larger than this. 

Since the FrDude number .of the upper layer, Frl ', and the .outlet 

Fr.oude number, Fr', are related by 
.0 

Frl O d 3/2 
(-£) 'FV!;:: d 

ro 1 

the critical oenditiDn fer interfacial stability is 

This relatien is alse shDwn in Fig. 4. 

(23) 



4.2 Two-Layered, Viscous Stratified Flow near a Sqrfaoe Outlet 

Application of the impulse-momentum principle and other equations to 
the outlet flow is likely to produoe somewhat unrealistic results if viscous 
effeots are ignored. Foroes oaused b,1 shear stresses are likely to be of the 
s~e order of magnitude as foroes due to normal stress in the range of the 
interfaoe disoontinuity. It is neoessary to introduoe visoous effects into 
Fig. 4 to obtain more than a qualitative pioture. 

4.21 Shape of the Interfaoe ~- Starting from the equations of motion 
for stratified flow given in Ref. [9J it can be shown that the differential 
equation describing the interfaoe of a two-layered system with the lower 
layer at rest is 

(24) 

with 

Sl and S2 are the slopes of the energy grade lines of the upper and lower 
layers and Ti and Tb are the shears at the interfaoe and the ohannel,bot~ 
tom, respectively. 

The differential equation is a more general form of the steady, gradu
ally varied flow equation for open ohannels. It oan be solved if an expres~ 
sion for the shear is introduced into the differential equations. Numerioa1 
solutions using finite differenoes will no~ally prove adequate. 

If the oontrol is at the tailgate, which is generally the oase, oaloula~ 
tio.ns oan start with the internal oritioal depth 

at the end of the flume and prooeed upstream as sketohed in Fig. 5. Anyone 
of the interface profiles near the warm water outlet shown in Fig. 6 oan be 
obtained in this way if the flow is tailgate-oontrolled in the whole flume. 
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If there is enough shear, periodic waves may be superimposed on the inter

facial profiles. These are called Type B flow in contrast to the original or 

Type A flow shown in Fig. 6. 

If control of the flow takes place at the outlet, calculations of the 

interface must proceed in the flow direction starting at the outlet much as 

in water profile c.omputations in supercritical open-channel flow. Since 

outlet-controlled flows are generally associated with instability of the 

interface and, more commonly, strong turbulenoe~ such computations are of 

little value, since the results which they produce do not conform to reality .• 

4.22 Interfacial Waves and Effects of Turbulence on the Interface --
A hori~ontal layer of warm water flowing over another horizontal layer of 

essentially stagnant cold water exerts shear on the latter. This causes a 

flow in the colder water. In addition, waves may also be generated in a man

ner simulating wave generation by wind blowing over water. The Miles-Benjamin 

theory states the circumstances under which this phenomenon occurs, but this 

theory is not applicable to warm water flow because it contains the assumption 

that the upper layer is not disturbed by the wave phenomenon. This may be 

permissible in the oase of air, but it is not for water. 

The onset of interfacial waves must therefore be defined on an experimen~ 

tal basis. Since the waves are moving because of gravity forces and generated 

by shear forces, a function 

f(Fr t~ Re ) = 0 o 0 

must define the limiting conditions under which waves are generated and 

stable. Dimensional considerations show that an expression such as 

Re (Fr ,)n < c 
o 0 

must be satisfied if stability of the interface is required. According to 

Keulegan [6J the following constants may be considered indicative: 

....!! _ C 

,)/2 440 

3/2 77,000 

Type of Flow 

One stratum much thinner than the other 

strata of same large thickness 
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Interfacial waves generated by shear, whether breaking or not, are 

characterized by regularity in contrast to other interfacial disturbances 

caused by, for example, turbulence or eddies~ 

It was noted in the experiments that if waves form, they usually appear 

at a short distance (0",5 to 1.0 ft) from the outlet, increase in amplitude, 

and decay into irregular interface disturbances about 3 to 4 ft from the 

outlet. The train of waves usually consists of no more than 2 to 5 clearly 

defined waves. Usually a second train of waves with smaller amplitudes 

forms downstream about 6 ft in the flume. From about 10 ft on the interface 

usually is very flat and undisturbed. These observations and the fact that 

in none of the experiments did a regular wave pattern appear over a larger 

portion of the flume seem to justify the preliminary conclusion that the 

feedback of the waves to the upper layer must have an effect such as to pre

vent uniform formation of waves by shear flow. 

It is obvious that at the point of discharge of warm water only the 

upper layer is continuous, whereas the lower layer is limited by a vertical or 

inclined wall. This is important when stability theories are applied to the 

problem_ Theoretical assumptions and experimental conditions are not iden

tical, 

To define the critical conditions for the formation of waves of differ~ 

ent kinds, tests were run in which the bottom of the outlet channel Was tan~ 

gent to the interface, This could be controlled from the tailwater if the 

flow was subcritical. An additional gate in the channel was used to allow the 

elevation of the water surface and that of the interface to be controlled 

independently. The experimental data collected are presented in Fig. 7 along 
with the exponential function Re (Fr .)3/2 :;: 440 which is supposed to 

o 0 

separate stable and unstable stratified flow regions. The results presented 

in Fig. 7 show good agreement of experimental values in subcritical flow with 

the equation proposed in Ref., [6J. The range of values oovered is, however, 

quite small. The equation also seems to describe the limit of beginning wave 

formation in the laminar two-dimensional jet quite well. The onset of wave 

instability at very low Reynolds numbers and reduced Froude numbers satisfies 

an equation of the proposed type, but with an exponent n closer to 1/2 than 

to 3/2. A possible reason for this is that for supercritical flow at the 

outlet the flow downstream is not uniform, but increases in thickness. 



A certain length or distance from the outlet is required so that the 

w~ves, breaking or not, can form. Even if the angle of e~ansion of the 

laminar jet is small in homogeneous fluid flow and is further reduced by 

buoyancy forces in two~layered flow, the depth of the warm water layer at the 

point of observation, which is generally from 0.5 to 4 ft downstream, is 

greater than at the outlet~ The outlet Froude number is therefore probably 

too large to be used as a reference value. 

Also shown in Fig. 7 are lines Reo = 500 and Fro' = l~ which serVe 
as guidelines to limit very roughly the areas of laminar and turbulent flow 

as well as of subcritical and supercritical flow. 

A discussion of interfacial stability near the outlet must also con

sider the effects of turbulence and eddies shed from the outlet on the inter

face. These are of great importance when the outlet flow is subcritical and 

the tailgate-controlled interface has a shape such as that of curves A-2 and 

B ... l in Fig. 6. 

Observation of the time-dependent behavior of the interface was accom

plished with dye entrained from potassium-permanganate crystals deposited on 

the bottom of the outlet channel. The "visual interfaoe" was determined to be 

at the elevation of the smallest amount of vertical dye dispersion or mixing. 

The interface may be very smooth in appearance or slightly roughened like the 

surface of a liquid exposed to wind. The irregular disturbances may even

tually separate from the intel'face, leading to a small amount of mixing. The 

rough appearance of the interface is caused by the turbulence of the flow. 

The natural turbulence may be augmented by decaying vOl'tices. In some in

stances the vortices found at the outlet may reach the interface and augment 

mixing. It must be expected that the interfacial stability in such cases 

depends also on the Reo and Fro' numbers at the outlet and the depth 

ratio ~/do. 

4.) Interferenc~Outlet Flow with Tailgate-Controlled Inter.faces 

Numerous experiments were carried out to study the flow of warm water 

from the outlet into the flume. Among the variables tested it was apparent 

that the magnitude of the reduced Froude number at the outlet, Fr " influenced o 
the flow more than any of the other parameters. 
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At low numerical values of the reduced Froude number at the outlet the 

warm water discharge does not affect the shape of the interface or the 

interfacial stability or mixing process~ The cold water may even penetrate 

into the outlet channel. Fig. 6 shows schematically some examples of the 

interface positions. The depth of the interface below the water surface 

depends on the position of the tailgate, the discharge, and the temperature 

difference. The flow is internally subcritical in the sense that any modi

fication of the depth of flow downstream will be propagated upstream. 

As the reduced outlet Froude number is increased, the interface will 

become increasingly rough, and eventually a mixing wedge will form. This 

mixing wedge has a roughly triangular shape and rides as a kind of inter

mediate layer on top of the interface. The mixing wedge consists essentially 

of fluid mixed at the interface and circulating back to the outlet, where it 

is entrained by the warm water jet. This type of flow is labeled "Type Cft 

and is shown in Fig. 8. 

The Type D flow sketched in Fig. 8 was obtained at higher reduced 

Froude numbers than Type C. It is a two~dimensional jet with some backflow 

caused by buoyancy. It looks very much like an inverted hydraulic jump, but 

the term should be avoided because outlet and downstream depth are not neces

sarily conjugate depths as defined in open-channel flow_ 

The last possible stage is that of a regular two-dimensional jet. 

Buoyancy effects are entirely overcome by inertial and viscous effects caused 

by high outlet velocities (Type E flow). Types C, D, and E, shown in Fig. 8, 

are associated with a substantial amount of mixing. 

It can be seen that the actual depth downstream from the outlet depends 

entirely on the tailgate conditions. The type of "outlet-controlled flow" 

will therefore depend not only on the outlet Froude numbers, but also to a 

very great extent on the downstream conditions, though they may not be in

tended to affect the outfall flow problem. This is true no matter what the 

end of the flume looks like. Therefore, different types of flow may be de~ 

veloped for one outlet flow condition that has a constant reduced Froude 

number Fr' and Reynolds number Re' at the outlet. o 0 

The tailgate in the flume has no equivalent in nature. Instead, the 

cooling process will play the role of the tailgate. Thus the problem is 

extremely complex. 
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At this point it may be useful to present measurements of temperature 
profiles in the flume for various outlet conditions in support of the dis~ 

Gussiol'l. The following types of flow were observed:. 

~ 
Fr ' Reo 
--2- -

A-l 0.29 450 

A-2 0.33 930 

D 2 .. 0 1320 

D 6 .. 5 1420 

Results arB shown in Figs. 9a through 9d. 

The various types of flow obtained are also shown in Figs. lOa and lOb 
for low and high Reynolds numbers. respeotively. The separation was made 
beoause in laminar flow the flow patterns obtained in the flume are substan
tially different from those sketohed in previous figures relating to turbulent 

flow, whioh is of sole interest in prototypes. 

4.4 Heat and Mass Transfer Between Flowing and Essentially Horizontal 
±!!yers of Different Temperatures 

Before dealing with the very oomplioated mixing process near the outlet 
whioh m~ ocour if the reduoed outlet Froude numbers are high enough, some 

attention will be given to the transport process assooiated with an essen
tially horizontal flow of warm water on top of cold water .. 

Measurements of temperatures and velooities in the flume have shown that 

it is possible to distinguish· between flow with established and essentially 

horizontal stratifioation and particular exohange phenomena. Horizontal 
stratified flow is usually found at greater distanoes from the outlet, while 

partioularly strong exchange phenomena may ooour only near the outlet itself. 

It is usually possible to identit,v both an outlet mixing region and a 
stratifi~d flow region away from the'outlet. The initial temperature and 

velocity profiles of the stratified flow region usual~ show the following 

distinot zones: An upper zone in which both temperature and velooity are 
rather uniform, a buffer zone with a very strong temperature gradient which 
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suppresses turbulent transport in the vertical direction, and a lower zone 

with again fairly uniform temperature and velocity. vfuile the stratification 

does not inhibit momentum transport b.1 shear, a strong initial temperature 

gradient which is accompanied by a density gradient substantially reduces 

the mean :free path of the eddies in turbulent flow~ Vertical turbulent mass 

and convective heat exchange are thus greatly reduced. Disturbances in the 

flow are damped out more rapidly and the stability of the flow is greatly 

increased. A measure of this local stability is the Richardson number, 

defined as 

Ri = 
.9.1l 

.. g dz 

du 2 
p (dz) 

(26) 

Figs. 1113. and llb show velocity and temperature distributions measured in two 

early experiments. The Richardson number distributions were obtained numer

ically. Because of considerable scatter in the calculated Richardson numbers 

it was decided to fit the experimental velocity and temperature data to the 

analytical expressions shown below and to use these to find Richardson 

numbers. 

Figure llc shows temperature and velocity distributions which have 

developed at 6 ft from the outlet, where the discharge was made with Re 
o 

equal to 196, Fr 0 equal to 4.1, and an initial depth of O .. 017ft~ Over 
o 

the first two feet past the outlet a two-dimensional laminar jet and breaking 
, 

waves formed. Then the flow became nearly horizontally stratified" The tern ... 

perature data can be converted into density data. A function which fits the 

density data :fairly well is 

'p = P~ax - (27) 

where Pmax = Pt is the density of the cold water, bp is the maximum 

density difference between warm and cold water, zT is the depth of the 

point of maximum temperature below the water surface, and (j is the standard 

deviation or distance from the temperature maximum to the temperature 
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inflection point~ Similarly the velocity data fit fairly well a ourve de

scribed by the equation 

U = umin - Au .,,{ ~ J 
The Richardson number distribution which results from these two equations 

(28) 

is also plotted in Fig. ll~ The characteristic features of this curve are 

the low Ri value near the water surface, the large increase in Ri values 

with depth across the interface, and the peaking and subsequent decrease in 

Ri values at greater depths. 

Ellison and Turner [lOJ, as well as other investigators, have shown how 

local mass exchange depends on local Richardson numbers. According to their 

findings entrainment by turbulence is greatly reduced when the Richardson 

number is more than the critical Richardson number which has a value between 

0.1 and 1.0. This is in agreement with the observations recorded in Fig. 11. 

The visual interface indioated in Fig. 11 is a zone in which dye which 

is released at the warm water channel bottom accumulates or remains in larger 

concentration than elsewhere. This zone is usually very thin and is caused 

by the absence of turbulent mixing and entrainment. At the depth of the 

visual interface the Richardson number must be critical or larger than 

critical. The smallest Richardson number associated with the interface. in 

about 20 experiments was found to be 3.5. It may therefore be concluded that 

the critical Richardson number must be less than or equal to this value. 

In a stably stratified horizontal flow the development of temperature 

profiles should indicate where temperature is transported essentially by 

convection and where it is transported by conduction only... For this evalua

tion the heat transport equations may be used. In an essentially horizontal 

flow with a temperature gradient the equation of heat transport is 

where the vertical eddy diffusivity DV is a function of depth. The coef

ficient of turbulent heat exchange can be found from the relationship 
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aT u - dz oz (29) 

if the velocity profile is fully developed and the flow steady, incompress

ible, and horizontal.. Measurements of the temperature profiles 6 and 12 it 

from the outlet, respectively, and the velocity profile were used to evaluate 

the turbulent coefficient of vertical convective heat exchange. The tempera

ture gradients in the x direction are usually small and therefore hard to 

evaluate. Nevertheless, the results obtained seem of enough interest to be 

shown in Fig. 12. It is felt that the absolute values of the dimensionless 

heat exchange coefficient may not be reliable, but that the general trend is 

correct. The figure also indicates that convection disappears at Richardson 

numbers between one and ten. The decrease in values of Richardson number 

with distance may be explained by the effect of conduction .. 

To obtain more information on the transport process, temperatures were 

converted to densities and the ratio (p .. p )/(p .. p ) plotted versus depth on 
6 wc 

probability paper. The reasoning behind this procedure is that in many of 

the flume experiments heat transport by convection was observed in the upper ... 

most part of the warm water layer. The flow was turbulent and the tempera

ture gradients were small. At greater depths the temperature gradient is 

stronger and the Richardson numbers are high enough to prevent any convective 

transport.. Heat transport is reduced to conduction alone. Underneath this 

zone, which may be called a Slbuffer zone," convective mixing takes place 

again. In the buffer zone the equation of heat transport is 

If the buffer zone is thin enough to justify the assumption that u is 

constant, the substitution of t = x/u will reduce the heat flow equation 
to the diffusion equation 

where k/pc ~ a is the thermal diffusivity. 
p 

(30) 

(31) 
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The temperature profile in the buffer zone may therefore be considered 

the result of a diffusion process starting with a temperature jump Tw - Tc 

at the temperature inflection point at time t = O. The temperature profile 

then develops according to the equation 

T - Tc lIz. - z 
f ( ~. ) 

T T;:::; 2' ± 2' er 
w c 2~ 

where T is the temperature at time t and depth ·z below the water 

surface, zi is the depth of the temperature inflection point, and Tw 

and T are the temperatures of the warm and cold water, respectively, at 
c 

time t;:::; 0.. The relationship will plot~s·a--straight line on probability 

paper. Density differences may be used instead of temperature differences 

(32) 

in the above equation if the temperature range is not too wide, since a linear 

relationship between density and temperature can be used for temperature dif

ferences of only a few degrees Fahrenheit. 

In the flume experiments flow is nearly horizontal at several 

feet from the outlet. In a deep reservoir and with a fully developed velocity 

profile, flow velocities are nearly uniform in the upper part of the impound

ment. The limited depth of the warm layer should not present a serious lim

itation to the application of the diffusion equation to the buffer zone. 

Figure 13a shows density differences plotted on probability paper 

against depth for one test. The densities were derived from temperatures. 

Near the inflection point results plot nearly as a straight line, indicating 

that there is a buffer zone with the aforementioned properties. 

There is a layer of fluid on either side of the inflection point of 

the temperature profile in which the heat exchange coefficient, or thermal 

diffusivity, is nearly constant. The thickness of that layer apparently 

decreases with distance from the outlet, indicating that the buffer zone 

becomes thinner. 

The slope of the temperature profile at the inflection point and the 

thermal diffusivity are related by the equation 

(T _ T )2 
w c a = -.:.:.....-...;:;..-

(oT/oz)2 
1 

lint at z ;:::; z 
i 
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or, in finite difference form for densities, 

2 6. 2 1 
a ~ (p - p) (.-!) ,-;:-w c 6.p '"I'm 

Because of some initial mixing at the outlet, time t is actually unknown. 
It is therefore desirable to eliminate the time by using measurements in two 

01'01313 sections instead of one. If these are 6.x feet apart, the time in" 

terval assooiated with them is approximately 

6.x Ax zi 
6.t~-=-u q 

and the thermal diffusivity is 

a = 

If the data in Fig. 13a are evaluated by this method, the following 

experimental values of the thermal diffusivity are found: 

x (ft) aexp (ft2/seo) 
ae~ 

atheor 

5 .. 10 0 0 

10 - 15 2.93 x 10-6 1.79 
15 ... 20 2.66 x 10 ... 6 1,,62 

It can therefore be concluded that in the observed buffer zone heat , 
transfer takes place almost b,y conduotion alone. The effeot of the b\lffer 

zone weakens with distance, however. 

(34) 

A plot of temperatures on probability paper for the test whose results 

are shown in Fig. 12 showed a buffer zone extending from 0.03 to 0.095 ft 
below the water surfaoe between distances x = 6 ft and x = 12 ft from the 
outlet. The slope of the temperature profile yielded a value very close to 

unity in this zone, as was expected. The result is shown in Fig" 12 .. 

The shape of the dimensionless density distribution in Fig. 13a indi
cates that outside the buffer zone the turbulent exchange coefficient is not 

uniform, a result obviously caused bw stratification. 
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An interesting effect of strong interfacial stability after initially 

strong mixing is shown in Fig. 13b. The discharge takes place at Re = 206 o 
and Fr' = 4.6. There is some initial mixing due to waves near the outlet, 

o 
but between x = 5 ft and x = 15 ft from the outlet there is no additional 

mixing at all and very little conductive heat transport because the tempera

ture gradient is small~ Thus the temperature and density profile slopes 

remain practically constant over a substantial length. It may also be re

marked that Fig. 13b refers to a stratification without a buffer zone. The 

dimensionless density distribution has almost no straight portion. 

A simultaneous study of the dispersion of dye and temperature dis

oharged Qy a jet into cold water should produce similar exchange coefficients 

if mixing is convective. Figure 14 shows the evaluation of a temperature and 

a dye concentration profile between x = 6 ft and x = 12 ft from the out

let in a very stable stratification. Re = 227 and Fr • = 0.76. There is o 0 

no dye flow across the interface, and the dye concentration gradient at the 

interface increases with distance because of mixing in the upper and lo~r 

layers themselves. Despite an obvious lack of convection across the inter~ 

face, heat is still transported by conduction and the temperature profile 

shows some heat flow across the interface. 

Figures 12 and 14 refer to the same test. It can be seen that the 

Richardson numbers are quite high in the range of depths where convection has 

obviously disappeared due to stratification. 

An evaluation of the dimensionless transport coefficient for heat and 

dye in the vicinity of the interface between x = 6 ft and x = 12 ft shoWS 

that for this particular test both dye concentration and temperature follow a 

normal probability distribution over a range of depths; the turbulent coef

ficient of mass exchange is zero in that range; and a deviation of concentra

tion and temperature from the normal probability distribution is found at a 

depth at which the Richardson number is very close to unity. 

In summary it may be said that the intensity of the heat exchange pro

cess in an essentially horizontal flow is highly variable according to the 

stability of the flow. The Richardson number seens to correlate well with the 

vertical turbulent transport. Sizable convective heat transport seems to take 

place only if the Richardson number is less than the critical value, the order 

of magnj.tude of which is near unity. 
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4.5 Heat and Mass Transport in the Vicinity: of the Outlet 

Only in partioular cases was the flow in the immediate vioinity of the 

outlet found to be horizontal., Generally the thiokness of the warm water 

layer near the outlet was much greater than the outlet depth because of the 

tailgate effect. Thel'efol'e the separation of streamlines at the terminal 

point of the outlet channel, the formation of eddies, and the eventual mixing 

could be observed quite often. The results of Outlet mixing depend es sen

tially on oonvection. Thus along with the outlet geoml;ltry Fl'o', Reo' and 

dt/do are of primary importanoe in the prooess. While it is difficult to 

test the effeot of Re in the laboratory, the two other parameters oan be 
o 

adjusted to values also found in three-dimensional prototype outlets. Re ... 

sults of such an investigation are shown in Fig. 15. 

Temperatures were measured in the centerline of the test flume, i.e., 

3 inches from the vertical walls. Variations over the width of the flume were 

found to be small. The largest deviations from the centerline temperature 

occurred in a very thin layer adjacent to the walls. Temperatures are re

ported as functions of depth below the water sUl'face and for various distances 
from the outlet. 

Areas in which temperatures were time-dependent are also shown. These 

temperature fluctuations were caused by either turbulent mixing of water of 

different temperatures or interfacial Waves. The first situation arose near 

the outlet, the second further downstream. 

After the initial outlet mixing ... -if any occurred-":a strong stratifica

tion ~sually formed in all experiments. The visual interface generated Qy 

dye crystals at the bottom of the outlet channel could be clearly seen over 

the total length of the flume, indicating that there Was a zone with prac. 

tically no convective transport. Thus oonduction was the only mechanism for 

heat transport from the upper layer to the ~ower layer, which were separated 

by the visual interface. The resulting temperature changes with distance 

were generally quite small. The great importance of the outlet mixing thus 
beoame'strikinglyevident. 
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The experimental data discussed in this report show that the flow from 

a warm water outlet into a colder reservoir cannot be described in terms of 

the geometry and flow conditions at the outlet alone. The effects of the 

flow through and out of the reservoir (tailgate) have been shown to be very 

strong.. In an "unboundedqW reservoir the role of the tailgate oontrol is 

played by the surface cooling process. Thus the meteorological conditions 

(air temperature, humidity, wind velocity) are likely to affect the outlet 

flow strongly and make it necessari~ an unsteady flow process because of 

diurnal and seasonal weather changes. 

For engineering purposes the discharge conditions can be described 

adequately bw the outlet geometry and tne Reynolds number and densimetric 

Froude number at the outlet. A more precise description of the flow must 

also include temperature ratios of warm and cold water, the Prandtl number, 

and the ratio of air and water temperatures at the outlet. But these are 

not sufficient yet to predict which type of flow will occur. 

Different types of flow near an outlet have been observed and defined. 

A relationship between reduced Froude number at the outlet, depth of the warm 

water layer in the receiving reservoir (relative to outlet depth), and type 

of flow has been shown qualitatively. The effect of outlet Reynolds number 

on the previous relationship was not studied. Only for interfacial stability 

could turbulence effects be shown experimentally. 

The turbulent mixing process which may occur near the outlet is very 

different from that found at greater distances from the outlet. When strati

fication existed, turbulent exchange was observed to vanish at locations where 

the Richardson number was larger than 3.510 The critical Riohardson number 

was found to be close to unity in a more detailed analysis of one experiment. 

Conductive heat transfer cannot be ignored in laboratory experiments, 

whereas perhaps it can be in full-scale reservoirs. However, heat loss at 

the water surface and turbulence are relatively much larger in laboratory 

experiments than in full-scale situations. This is important in the inter_ 
pretation of experimental results. 
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A sound motion picture entitled "Warm Water Flow into Impoundments" was 

prepared in the course of this study. The film shows some of the flow pat

terns from a Warm water outlet into a cooler reservoir~ 
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LIST OF SYl1BOLS AND UNITS 

a ~ Thermal diffusivity (ft2 seo~l) 

b ~ Width of flume (ft) 

o ~Specifio heat (BTU slug-l °F~l) 
'P 

d ~ P,epth (ft) 

Dv :::: Vertical eddy .diffusivity (ft2 sec .. l ) 

E ~ Equilibrium water temperature for given atmospherio conditions 
(air temperaturet humidity, wind velocity) (oF) 

g ~ Aooeleration of gravity (ft seo·2) 

H :::: Heat flow rate (BTU hr-l ) 

hs ~ Rate of surfaoe heat transfer per unit area b,y oonveotion 
(BTU hr .. l ft",2) 

k :::: Thermal oonductivity (BTU hrMl ft-l °F~l) 

k :::: Average surface coefficient of heat transfer (BTU hr .. 1 ft-2 °F-l ) 
s 

L :::: Wave length (ft) 

t C: Length (ft) 

p :::: Statio pressure of fluid (lbs ft-2) 

Q :::; Volumetrio flow rate in x direction (ft; sec .. l ) 

S :::: Slope ( .. ) 

T :::: Temperature (OF) 

t :::: Time (seo) 

U :::: Fluidvelooity in x direotion (ft sec~l) 

v :::: Fluid velooity in ~ direotion (ft seo~l) 

x :::: Horizontal coordinate (ft) 

z :::: Vertioal coordinate (ft) 



SYMBOLS AND UNITS (Continued) 

a ::: Coeffioient of volume expansion (oF-1) 

v ::: Kinematio fluid visoosity (ft2 8eo-l ) 

va ::: Horizontal eddy visoosity (ft2 seo~l) 

Vv ::: Vertioal eddy viscosity (ft2 sec~l) 

p ::: Density of fluid (slugs ft~3) 

Ap := Density differenoe (slugs ft~3) 

T := Shear stress (lbe ft-2) 

V 2 := Laplace operator 

INDICES: 

a := air 

b ::: bottom 

o := oold 

Cr ::: oritioal 

g ::: gate 

H ::: horizontal 

i := interface 

t := lake or reservoir 

o := outlet 

S := surfaoe of water 

t := total 

v ::: vertioal 

W ::: warn 

'(prime) := expression using AR g instead of g p 

-(bar) ::: dimensionless quantity 
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APPENDIX A 
HEAT TRANSFER AT THE AIR~WATER INTERFACE 

The experiments were carried out ina flume mounted in approximately the 
center of B,' larger laboratory floor. There was no noticeable air draft in the 

room, and the walls of the flume~ extending several inches above the wat!3r sur ... 

face, also prevented the formation of air currents over the water surface. It 

appears to be a fairly sound assumption that air temperature and humidity were 
constant along the total length of the flume. 

The exchange of heat across the air-water interface is rather complex 

because it is the sum of radiation, evaporation, convection, and conduction 
prooesses. Reference [3J is one of numerous publications dealing with this 

problem. 

The valu!3 of the surface heat conductance can be either calculated or 

measured. Relationships of the kind presented in Reference [3J can be used 

for calculations. In the present case this method is not useful, however; 

because not all required input variables are known. 

Measurements on natural lakes show that the average surface coefficient 
of heat transfer is ordinarily in the range from 50 to 200 BTU ft~2 day_l °F-l 

over a wind speed range from 2 to 10 mph (Reference [3]). A vo!.l.lue near the 
upper limit was used in a study of a power plant on Lake St. Croix repol'ted on 

in Reference [4,]. Similal' values al'e likelY to be found in the labol'ato:ry. 

With the absence of wind and the high air humidity in the summer, laboratory 

values are probably at the lower e~d of the range cited, whereas the drier 

ail' found during the winter will raise the value of the coefficient. 



APPENDIX B 

ANT!CIPATED QUALITATIVE EFFECTS OF SURFACE COOLING, 

CONDUCTION, .AND CONVECTION ON WATER TEMPERATURES IN THE WARM WATER LAYER 

For the purpose of this disoussion the warm water layer may first be 

90mpared to a slab of thiokness do subjeoted to surfaoe cooling. Under 
these oiroumstances a Biot modulus d k /k of less than O~l signifies, ac-o 13 
cording to Referenoe [5J, page 139, that a ve~ small temperature gradient 
within the slab is neoessary to provide the necessary heat flux to the sur
face from which the heat is dissipated. The internal resistance to heat flow 

is insignificant compared to the surface resistance .. 

In the experiments carried out the Biot modulus is larger than 0.1, 
indicating that a temperature gradient across the depth must develop if the 
heat dissipated on the water surfaoe is transported from the interior of the 
fluid to the interface by conduction alone. This is not the case, however, 
because convective heat transfer actually takes place .. 

In order to oheck the relative importance of conveotion as compared to 
surface heat loss to the atmosphere, the flow in the channel before the outlet 
may be considered. The heat now model assumes that the heat lost at the water 
surface is all coming from the bottom of the channel, to which the oonvective 
ooefficient k applies. In reality the heat is already contained in the sc 
fluid and does not have to traverse the whole layer of thickness d .. o 

The ratio of the convective heat transfer ooefficient D to the conv 
ductive heat transfer ooefficient k is 

The Nusselt number is a function of Reynolds and Prandtl numbers: 

and replaces the Biot modulus if the heat exohange takes place by convection 
rather than conduction. For open channel flow, where heat is lost at the water 
surface and the ohannel bottom may be assumed to be insulated, the relation-
ship between Nuo and Reo is not readily available in the literature. 



Instead~ information on convective heat tt'ansfer from a solid surface to 

a fluid flowing parallel over it is used. A free surface and a solid wall oan 

be considered to be equivalent with respect to the heat transfer problem; how

ever, they do influence the velocity distribution and turbulence in substan~ 

tially different ways. Therefore the analogy can be expected to give only a 

very rough estimate. 

In laminar flow, according to Reference [5J, p. 296, the local convac. 

tive surface heat transfer coefficient at a distance x from the leading 

edge of a flat plate is 

If point x is supposed to coincide with the outlet, then x is the 

length of plate required to give a fully developed velooity profile over a 

depth do. 

The relationship between the thickness of the boundary layer 0 and 

the distance from the leading edge in laminar flow over a flat plate is 

d .§. _ ....!2. _ 4.91 
x - x - Re .5 

x 

Thet'efore x may be replaced in the above equation, which becomes 

ksc Pr .33 
k :: 0.332 4d91 Pro .. 3) = 1..63 ~ 

o a 

The range of DV/k values for the laminar flow flume experiments under 

consideration would be of the order of 10 to 100. The Nusselt number for 

this type of flow is equal to NUe = 1.63, and" Pro•33 has a numerical value 
close to 3. 

Since this Nusselt number has about the same order of magnitude as the 

Not lllodulus for sur:faee he&t tt'ansfer, it is, in conclusion, likely that the 
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surface heat loss will cause a temperature gradient with distance from the 

water surface if the flow is laminar. 

For Reynolds numbers at the outlet larger than approximately 500, con

vective heat transfer in tU'rbulent flow over a flat plate must be considered .. 

The local Nusselt number for this type of flow, according to" Reference [5], 

page 313, is 

The relationship between the distance x and the depth at the outlet 

in turbulent flow is 

.§. _ ~ _ 0.371 
x- x·- Re •2 

x 

and the local and outlet Reynolds numbers are related by 

The outlet Nusselt number, therefore, is 

Nu = 0 077'~ Pr .33 Re o .. .) 0 0 

For Re = 500 the numerical value of Nu is of the order of 70, which is o 0 

a minimum. The maximum will be above 200. 

The ratio of the surface heat conductance coefficient to the coefficient 

of convective heat transfer in turbulent flow is equal to Bi !Nu and was o 0 

less than 0.06 in the flume experiments undertaken. The surface heat trans~ 
port process will therefore very likely not affeot the temperature distribu

tion in a vertical cross section through a warm water outlet if the flow is 

turbulent. Temperatures oan be expected to be nea'rly constant. The result 

oan with fairly good justification be extended to the turbulent warm water 

layer along the total length of the flume. Temperatures are constant in a 

cross section, but may decrease with distance from the outlet. 

In conclusion, it may be said that the internal resistance of the experi

mental vrarm water layer to heat transport may be expected to be small in 
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turbulent flow. The surface heat loss will likely not affeot the experimental 

temperature distribution in a vertical cross section. In laminar flow, how~ 

ever, surface heat loss must be expected to have an effect. Experimental 

isotherms for the various outlet flow conditions presented in the main body 

of this report verify the qualitative expectations expressed in this appen

dUe 
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APPENDIX C 
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON MIXING BETWEEN 

P ARALIEL LAYERS OF DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES IN TURBULENT FLOW 

There are, theoretically at least, two types of mixing processes. In 
one type, interfacial mass exohange is very strong and produces a mixed zone 
which replaces the interfaoe. Such a process may be oalled "exchange-con
trolled. ct An example would be mixing by strong eddies at the outlet. Tur .. 
bulence is strong at the outlet1 but because of the damping effect of a 
density gradient (caused by a temperature gradient) the intermediate layert 
with intermediate and rather homogeneous temperature and density, can exist 
ov'er a long distance downstream.. It will be limited by two interfaces which 

will appear more and more clearly as the flow goes on. EventuallY they will 
become unstable, and more mixing will take place, ,with the formation' of ad
ditional layers also possible. The existenoe of such multil~ered systems 

is typical in large bodies of water. 

The other type of mixing is referred to as tttransport .. controlled." The 
mixed material is entrained in the adjacent layers at a rate which is greater 
than the rate of exchange. The two-layer~d system oontinues to exist and the 
mass exchanged through the interface is rapidly transported into the adjacent 
layers. The overall properties-~e.g., texnperature--of these layers gradually 
change as a result, but the layers remain homogeneous in cross sections per~ 
pendicular to the flow. 

It was this latter, ··transport .. controlledw4 type of mixing process which 
oocurred at greater distance from the warm water outlet in the flume experi
ments. No permanent intermediate layer formed. A "mixing wedge" near the 
outlet could be observed in the the case of the submerged hydraulic jump, 
but at greater distances the rate of mixing within layers was higher than 
the rate of exchange across the interface. One might speoulate that a flow 
cannot mix more fluid than it can actually entrain under steady oonditions if 
there is no local additional energy input. There is no evidence that this is 
true, but one could argue that the turbulence or energy which produces the 

mixing comes from the interior of the fluid and that the turbulence level or 
main transport capacity at the interior of the layer must be larger than near 
the interface where it is damped. The formation of an intermediate layer 
would then require external energy input. 
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Heat is transported from the warmer portion of the fluid to the colder 
one by convection or conduction, and heat flow cannot be separated from mass 
flow_ The contribution of oonductive heat transport in laboratory experiments 

can be substantial. 

In the flume experiments there is some heat loss through the water sur
face and the walls of the flume. Consequently, the total heat flux in the 
general flow direction will decrease with distanoe from the outlet. 

Examples of the temperatUl'e patterns along the flume which are associ
ated with different types of flow are shown in Fig. 9. It oan be seen that 
under certain ciroumstances violent mixing near the outlet may occur. But 
in at least part of the flow region the flow can be considered essentially 

horirz.ontal. 

Under steady oonditions velocity and temperature distl'ibutions are 
time-independent. A steady state oan be obtained only if colder water is 
oonstantly added to the flume to compensate for cold water losses by entrain
ment or conductive heating. Th~ough flow of cold water at a rate equal to or 
larger than the amount lost is therefore essential in all experiments carried 
out in flumes and tanks whioh do not permit complete regeneration of oold 
water by cooling of the warm water discharge. A small enough cold water flow 
rate was chosen that the velocity pattern which it generated did not substan
tially interfere with the flow pattern to be studied. Inflow and outflow at 
a deep point in the reservoir and small discharge velocities are likely to 
produoe the least interference. If the experimental flume is terminated by 
a single weir over which both warm and cold water leave the experimental 
faoility, the effect of the oold water flow on the position of the interface 
must be considered important. 
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APPENDIX D 
THOUGHTS ON THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL BUOYANT JET AND THE INTERNAL HYDRAULIC JUMP 

The internal hydraulic jump at the interface of two horizontal layers of 

slightly different density was analyzed by Yih [7J by analogy with open 

channel flow. Mixing and friction at the interfMe and in the jump were ig .. 

nored. The results of the analysis may be applied to the cooling water out~ 

let, Caution is neoessary, however, not only because of the above assump .... 

tions, but also because the flow at the outlet is a flow confined between a 

free surface and a solid bottom and does not have a free interface_ As seen 

from Fig, 4, an internal hydraulic jump can form only if the internal Froude 

number at the outlet is larger than a critical value which is close to 1.4. 
Whether the internal jump will be free or submerged will then depend on the 

position of the tailgate. If applicable, the above-mentioned analysis holds 

only for the free internal jump because of the assum}:1tions made. 
~ I 

In the two-dimensional flume experiments it was difficult to identify an 

internal hydraulic jump and, in particular, the conjugate depths. This was 

because the layer of warm water begins to spread as a two-dimensional jet as 

soon as it leaves the outlet due to entrainment of neighboring fluid. There 

is eventually a transition into an internal hydraulic jump which is thought to 

be characterized by a reversed current. In regular open"channel flow with a 

free surface air is entrained, but this does not obscure the free surface. 

The impulse-momentum principle can be applied to both the jet and the 

hydraulic jump, the only difference being that gravity forces are taken into 

account for the hydraulic jump analysis but not for the jet. This is only a 

very minor difference, however, because gravity forces in the stratified sys

tem are very small when compared to inertial forces. 

The conjugate depths of a free hydraulic jump in open-channel flow are 

found at the beginning and end of the hfdrau1ic jump. The same applies to 

the free internal hydraulic jump_ To find the conjugate depths experimentally 

it is therefore necessary to define and locate the beginning and end of the 

jump, which proves to be difficult. 

Downstream from the hydraulic jump the gradient of the thickness of the 

wann water 18.JleI is very small, and it Seel.11S fairly well-ju-stified by the 

present experiments in a long flume to choose the largest depth downstream 

from the internal hydraulic jump as one of the conjugate depths. 
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At the upstree,m end the sitl18,tion is mOl'e complex.. Obse:t~vll.t:ion of the 

interface and the mix;tng Pl'OC0sses alone UQF,:lS not yield any clear in~:"ol'l1'latiol; 

on the actual length ([l)f the internal bydl'l\1.1.1ic j1..111lP", 

It appeal's desil'll.ble to use the velocity distl'ibution to resolve these 

difficulties" Within a l'eglllal' hydl'aulio jump, flow is partially reYer-oed 

and the npstremn end of the hych·aulic jump ooincides with the fil'st appea:r
anoe ofnegatiV'6 flow velocities. If the veloc:tty distl'ibution within an in" 

te:rnal hydl'aulic jump is studied t an analogous point can be found and used 

as the upstream end of the hydl'aulic jump_ Theoretically, this point must 

coincide with the outlet bottom if the outlet depth, do, is to be the up ... 

stream oonjllgate depth. Figure 16 represents the intel'nal hydraulio jump 

schematically .. 

Another, and pl'obably the easiest, method 6f definining the upstl'eam 

conjuga.te depth is a visualization technique whereby dye is added to the flo·w 

downstl'eam fl'om the hydraulic jump.. It can then be observed how fal' upstl'eam 

the dye is carried. If dilution is not excessive the location of the up

stl'eam conjugate depth can thus be found. 

Special conditions exist if the outlet flow is laminal' and supercriti ... 

cal. Thel'e is no flow revel'sal in the uppel' layer" The interface is either 

completely smooth ol' undulal'. Eventually interfacial breaking waves will 

occur. The outlet flow in this case is a laminar, two-dimensional, buoyant 
j,et. 

In a non-buoyant jet of the same kind the velocity oomponent in the 
x-direction, .9.Coord.:i.ng to Schliohting [11J, is 

Ie 1/3 
u = 0.4543 (--) (1 - tanh2 S) vx 

K 1/3 fZj 

~ = 0,,27.52 (2) "273 
11 x 

The centerline velocity is obtained for z = 0. The location of 8,11 

point.s of which t.he x component of the velocity is a fraction £ of the 
centerlir~e velocity oan be found from the relationship 
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or 
K 1/3 z 1/2 

0.2752 (-Z) :273 = arc tanh (1 ~ €) 
v x 

A spreading angle may then be defined as 

Applied to one particular experiment in whioh £ = 0 .. 05, Qo = 0.001 crs, 

d = 0.05 ft, and u = 0.5 ft, the limit of the two ... dimensiona1 laminar 
00· . 

jet is found to be 

A comparison of this result with measurements for the actually buoy-

ant jet shows the effect of buoyancy on the spreading of the jet quite 

clearly. (Fig. 17). 


